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ABSTRACT
This paper analyzes foreign political prisoners’ treatment in North Korea during Donald Trump’s
presidency. This subject is of particular interest given the widespread media attention the Trump
Administration received following detained student Otto Warmbier’s return to the United States
in June 2017 and historic Singapore summit between President Trump and North Korean leader
Kim Jong-un. Moreover, such U.S.-North Korea relations are particularly crucial given North
Korea’s strong nuclear capabilities and designation as a totalitarian country. Using the Otto
Warmbier story as the primary case study as well as public opinion analysis, bar association
reports, official testimony, and commentary on international human rights law, this paper provides
empirical research evaluating whether foreign political prisoners’ treatment has changed during
the Trump presidency and what motivations are present for maintaining the circumstances
affecting human rights in North Korea. The research presented in this paper finds the existing state
of affairs prohibits foreign political prisoners from receiving improved treatment in North Korea;
Kim’s release of foreign prisoners such as Warmbier is merely to maintain appearances in the
public eye and manipulate the Trump Administration. Moreover, as Trump Administration’s
approach to North Korea is marked by unpredictability, such conditions are unlikely to improve
given his volatile rhetoric and capacity to anger Kim Jong-un’s regime.
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Introduction
This paper seeks to analyze the foreign political prisoners’ treatment in North Korea during
Donald Trump’s presidency. This subject is of particular interest given the widespread media
attention the Trump administration received following detained student Otto Warmbier’s return to
the United States in June 2017 and historic Singapore summit between President Trump and North
Korean leader Kim Jong-un. Using the Otto Warmbier story as the primary case study as well as
public opinion analysis, bar association reports, official testimony, and commentary on
international human rights law, this paper provides empirical research evaluating whether foreign
political prisoners’ treatment has changed during the Trump presidency and what motivations are
present for maintaining the circumstances affecting human rights in North Korea.

North Korea’s Treatment of Foreign Political Prisoners: A Review of Literature
Human rights violations in North Korea are rooted in years of growing international
concern regarding the nation’s treatment of political prisoners, chief among them foreigners. The
2014 Report on Human Rights in North Korea contains research on its human rights policies,
compiling original research done by lawyers with the Korean Bar Association and has been given
to U.N. international human rights organizations and various foreign and domestic research and
policy groups. Acknowledging that is often difficult to provide an in-depth look at treatment of
political prisoners given North Korea’s high rates of censorship, the Report surveyed 103 defectors
of the North Korean state, including those who had worked abroad (Korean Bar Association 2014,
3). The Report also relies on the personal writings and testimonies of such defectors as it is difficult
to obtain a first-hand look at the situation inside North Korea. Incorporating extensive legal
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analysis, utilizing current reference books, and analyzing recent statistics, the report sought to
compile an overview of the human rights situation.
Such an overview examines the traditional North Korean concept of law, international
human rights treaties stating basic provisions to be made for foreign and domestic residents, the
North Korean application of law, and the issues confronting political prisoners, including torture
and other coercive techniques, arbitrary detention, involuntary disappearances, discrimination, the
condition of detention facilities, and exploitative practices. The 2014 Report concluded that the
state of human rights for individuals including political prisoners is grave, with tensions
heightened by tensions with South Korea and the U.S.’ containment policies and economic
sanctions. The Korean Bar Association suggests four ways to alleviate the human rights situation
in North Korea: complying with international human rights law, increasing peace-promoting
efforts throughout the Korean peninsula, ensuring that every discussion surrounding human rights
leads to measurable improvement, and encouraging North Korea to cooperatively reexamine its
own understanding and handling of human rights (KBA 2014, 306-7). The Report suggests that
the North Korean state must be the dominant agent of change with regard to its treatment of
prisoners, and a “comprehensive” approach involving mutual agreement between all parties and
desire for greater enforcement of universal human rights principles should be employed. This
report provides a broad overview of the years leading to the beginning of the Trump
Administration’s interactions with the North Korean government.
There are two main strands of theories in the International Relations literature. Realism,
which argues that might makes right, emphasizes the irrelevance of values and ideals in
International Relations. Another prominent assumption of Realism is the importance of national
self-interest. Realism assumes that states are rational actors that seek to maximize their interests
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and minimize their costs. Realists also believe that state leaders are the most important actors in
International Relations. Realists are known to be pessimistic about the possibility of international
cooperation due to their belief on zero-sum game. For Realists, win-win situations are nearly
impossible, and due to lack of trust towards others and the significance of self-help, they rather
not engage in international collaboration (Mingst 1999).
Liberalists, on the other hand, argue that right makes right, and emphasizes the relevance
of values and ideals in International Relations. They believe that anarchy can be mitigated through
the use of international organizations. They also hold that absolute gains rather than relative gains
is important, which leads them to conclude that international collaboration is possible (Mingst
1999).

A Historical Overview
Overview of North Korean Tactics and Beginning of Trump’s Presidency
Prior to the beginning of Donald Trump’s presidency, major challenges to the safety and
wellbeing of foreign prisoners were well-documented and numerous: military conflict, foreign
actors’ relationship with South Korea, changes within the Kim family regime, and even a total
regime collapse (Collins 2017, 25). “Considerations for Rescuing North Korean Political Prison
Camp Inmates” examines North Korea’s four-theater level commands, providing a widespread
study of the military capacities to effectively rescue prisoners and mitigate potential conflicts, as
well as the Kim family’s political control over prison camps and the operational challenges
associated with conducting such maneuvers in the dictatorship (Collins 2017, 25). Though Collins’
study is too broad to formulate specific theories about foreign prisoners’ situations, it provides a
detailed examination of the political and diplomatic advantages that faced President Trump at the
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beginning of his presidency. Such advantages include the creation of political capital for the
rescuing state and the delegitimization of other foreign powers like China, a growing international
influence.
The historic state of U.S. foreign policy with specific regard to Asian countries highlights
President Trump’s distinctive rhetoric and treatment of North Korea by considering the role of
power symmetry and sixty-year history of U.S.-North Korean relations. Wilson and Kwon analyze
such power relations through the influence of state-to-state relationships and protracted social
conflict (PSC), which is identified as “a struggle by communal groups for such basic needs as
security, recognition, and acceptance” (2018, 218). Though explained in overarching terms that do
not specifically state popular case studies such as the detainment of Otto Warmbier, for example,
the analysis identifies the thematic elements surrounding U.S. foreign policy at the time of
Trump’s negotiations with Kim Jong-un.
Moreover, other changes in foreign policy were observed during the initial stages of
Trump’s rise to power; Science researchers note that following President Trump’s travel ban to
North Korea in September 2017, diplomatic relations were severely hindered. American faculty
members at North Korea’s first privately-funded university, Pyongyang University of Science and
Technology (PUST), were forced to leave the country (2018, 692). Science notes that this threw a
wrench in PUST’s commitment to support North Korea’s economic development due to the
depletion of its personnel resources. Yet the 2017 release of three detainees, including Sanduk
“Tony” Kim and Hak-song Kim, both American faculty members at PUST, signaled a potential
easing of tensions between the United States and North Korea.

Previous Presidents’ Approach to the U.S.-North Korea Relationship
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But President Trump’s approach towards the nuclear disarmament issue molds his
decision-making strategies when considering the human rights situation in North Korea. Prior to
the start of the Trump Administration, it was difficult to arrange for summits with North Korea;
moreover, no sitting U.S. president had met a North Korean leader. Previous presidents such as
Jimmy Carter, who became the first U.S. president to visit North Korea, and Bill Clinton, who
signed the “Agreed Framework” with North Korea in 1994 to halt the latter’s nuclear program,
offered a glimpse of what normalized relations with the authoritarian regime would entail.
Furthermore, tensions heightened during later administrations, with President George H. W.
Bush’s Administration accusing North Korea of operating uranium enrichment programs in 2002,
thus straining the relationship with Pyongyang.
Though the Obama Administration successfully arranged for the release of two American
journalists in 2009 through former President Clinton, North Korea continued to bolster its nuclear
program, continuing to do so throughout the Obama Administration. Such actions were surely
affected by Kim Jong Il’s death in 2011 and his son’s desire to consolidate power and demonstrate
his fitness to lead. Yet North Korea’s nuclear capabilities were not nearly as advanced during
previous administrations than they are today. Sinclair’s analysis of President Trump’s approach to
North Korean threats identifies Kim Jong-un’s primary concern with regards to American motives
as being the issue of regime change (2018, 7). Sinclair notes that such suspicions stemmed from
the “decapitation exercises” carried out by U.S. military forces. Moreover, it is argued that Trump
not only sought to forge a legitimate nuclear agreement with North Korea, but his designation as
the first sitting U.S. president to meet with the dictator on North Korean soil would further his goal
of taking responsibility for thawed relations between the two nations and working towards peace
on the Korean peninsula. Such a goal surely attempts to increase the Trump Administration’s
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favorability among his domestic audience, which furthers President Trump’s desire to generate
more complimentary opinions of himself. It also serves to potentially improve perceptions of the
United States as a world power on the international stage.

Analysis
President Trump’s Rhetoric and the Otto Warmbier Case
Analyzing North Korea’s historic nuclear capability, defiant nuclear or missile tests as a
response to U.S. sanctions, Russian and Chinese interests, and the totalitarian government’s
objectives, Sinclair concludes what other scholars have used to narrate Trump’s decision to
advocate on behalf of Otto Warmbier: diplomacy achieved through peace negotiations,
international summits, and other attempts to forge a relationship “offer an opportunity to engage
with the North” (2018, 12). Such engagement naturally posits that President Trump would assume
responsibility for a thawing of relations between the two countries and allows him to earn valuable
political capital that cements the United States’ status as a dominant world power. At the same
time, however, it displays a rhetorical style that has the potential to endanger American citizens
abroad given its “counterproductive” style and Kim Jong-un’s rejection of Trump’s “personal
declarations of war.” Per a public broadcast, Kim Jong-un said the following:
Now that Trump has…insulted me and my country in front of the eyes of the world and
made the ferocious declaration of a war in history that he would destroy North Korea… we
will consider with seriousness exercising…a corresponding highest level of hardline
countermeasures in history….Whatever Trump might have expected he will face results
beyond his expectation.
Given that such statements were given after Otto Warmbier’s release in June 2017, it is
clear that Trump’s heavy-handed rhetoric and refusal to be humiliated by a major nuclear power
may override any diplomatic success witnessed during the release. Moreover, future attempts to
obtain the release of foreign nationals from imprisonment will prove to be exceptionally difficult.
9

Significance of the Singapore Summit
The Singapore summit held on June 12, 2018 marked an especially consequential moment
for U.S.-North Korean relations in terms of its treatment of foreign political prisoners because of
the lack of stipulations made during the meetings. The American Journal of International Law
notes that not only was the summit historic in nature as a U.S. president and North Korean leader
met in person for the first time, but it barely touched upon foreign prisoners’ treatment, nor did it
mention the case of Otto Warmbier—despite his name being referenced by Trump as the reason
for initiating the meeting. The American Journal notes that given the military threats made about
nuclear abilities, U.N. Security Council and United States-enacted sanctions, and a slight softening
of relations, considerable progress has been made in other spheres associated with human rights:
the release of American service members’ remains, the halting of missile launches, and the
suspension of American joint military exercises with North Korea (2018, 763). Yet what this report
does not consider is that such commitments may be insincere, sly attempts to provide President
Trump with the reassurance needed to believe that he exerts true economic and political power
over the region. It also does not consider foreign prisoners’ role as bargaining chips in the field of
nuclear disarmament; their detainments serve as a reminder to the United States that North Korea
has the ability to weaken the former’s military power through its handling of foreign nationals.

Humanitarian Abuses and International Oversight
Other scholars have called attention to the relationship between President Trump’s
conflicting rhetoric and the likelihood that North Korea will use its “improved” diplomatic
relationships with the U.S. to assert power over the Trump Administration. Such an assertion of
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power could result in North Korea using future foreign prisoners as tools to manipulate the will of
Trump and his senior officials. Most scholars assert such was the case with Otto Warmbier; Trump
initially framed his treatment as a humanitarian issue, strongly condemning the North Korean
government for their abuses. Yet as President his focus has rarely been on human rights issues of
both domestic and international importance, instead choosing to use cases such as that of
Warmbier’s to increase his own political standing and take credit for interactions with the Kim
regime. Moreover, after the 2019 Hanoi summit, Trump stated he disagreed with the notion that
Kim Jong-un was responsible for Warmbier’s detainment,--a statement that was likely produced
out of concern for his currently relationship with Kim and not due to any human rights concerns.
In the past, North Korea traditionally detained foreign nationals for political reasons; such
prisoners included foreign missionaries and those detained for “political crimes.” They were
detained for long periods of time, usually receiving international media attention when used as
North Korea’s diplomatic pawns. Chubb and Yeo’s report on diplomatic engagement with North
Korea proposes through a review of the scholarly literature about international human rights
organizations that North Korea’s assertion of power is likely, and it is doubtful the violations and
abuses will cease due to its long history of systematic abuses against its own citizens and foreigners
(2019, 227).
Moreover, although groups like the U.N. Commission of Inquiry have issued reports urging
the international community to investigate such abuses, it is difficult to truly assess the severity of
conditions for prisoners without the aid of defectors and activists (Chubb & Yeo 2019, 227).
Therefore, North Korea’s humanitarian abuses remain unchecked, as could be observed in the
myriad of questions raised about Otto Warmbier’s physical health following his release.
Additionally, Trump’s statement that Kim Jong-un played no part in Warmbier’s demise implied
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that some element of trust exists between the leaders, allowing the North Korean government to
manipulate Trump more effectively into mistakenly assuming that he exercises some degree of
power over their nation.

Factors Influencing Detainee Treatment
Moreover, though it is apparent that North Korea has the upper hand in terms of
manipulating the Trump Administration with empty promises and human bargaining chips like the
late Warmbier, other considerations must also be made. Noerper’s study of North Korea-U.S.
engagement analyzes the progression of U.S. relations with North Korea with regard to Trump’s
rhetoric, the denunciations made by various organizations like the U.N., and the economic
sanctions that have been spurred in part by concerns regarding Warmbier’s treatment (Noerper
2019, 37). Noerper effectively analyzes the other efforts made following Warmbier’s death,
including lawmakers’ attempts to pass an act that would include financial sanctions in honor of
the late college student (2019, 40). Such efforts analyze the motives each party had in pursuing
retribution for Warmbier and frames President Trump’s conflicting actions—using inflammatory
rhetoric to assert “power” over Kim Jong-un via social media while praising his “strong leadership
skills,” for example—in terms of his own self-interest. What Trump chooses to do next may
influence his electability among certain constituents and raises the question of whether he is fit for
office.
President Trump’s contradictory actions involving North Korea are echoed in “Trump’s
Mixed Signals toward North Korea and U.S.-led Alliances in East Asia”; the scholar identifies
Warmbier’s detainment and subsequent release as occurring during one of the two “distinct
phases” of the relationship between the Trump Administration and North Korean government
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(Dian 2018, 112). Warmbier’s imprisonment occurred during the period of crisis and
confrontation, during which Trump needed to assert power over North Korea and demonstrate a
perceived ability to directly influence the alleviation of certain human rights abuses in the nation.
Such efforts ultimately gave him a boost in popularity and elevated his status among certain
constituents, particularly conservatives who believed Warmbier’s release was a clear sign of
Trump’s ability to enact heavy-handed actions that demonstrated his capacity to lead. Dian argues
that the second phase, however, has been one of diplomacy and détente, which ended with the
Singapore summit. This phase suggests that Trump’s approach toward Kim Jong-un has adopted
a friendlier attitude, perhaps having been convinced that the U.S. remains the dominant power over
the totalitarian government.
Conducting research with the aid of a Korea Foundation research grant, however, Matteo
asserts that Trump’s attitude toward the situation in North Korea has been marked by
unpredictability (2018, 112). Moreover, though it appeared that the risk of conflict significantly
decreased in 2018, U.S. alliances in East Asia have suffered as a result. Therefore, Trump’s next
actions regarding North Korea will play a consequential role in molding not only the potential for
conflict, but general U.S. foreign policy. For Trump, a chief area of concern is his own egoism and
refusal to be humiliated, which translates into an ability to be molded by foreign leaders such as
Kim Jong-un; the North Korean leader may willingly release foreign prisoners for the sake of
appearances and thus convince Trump that he plays a major role in improving the human rights
situation in North Korea.
Another factor at play is the significant attention given by the U.S. media to publicized
reports of foreigners’ detainment in North Korea, with Warmbier being a chief example. Media
outlets likely paid particularly attention to him because he was a young, American college
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student—a far cry from the standard journalists and missionaries that have been detained in recent
years. Regardless of the individual, however, such news publications not only mold public opinion
but call to mind the political weight of all releases. Scholars assert that “detainee treatment is
influenced primarily by political considerations,” meaning that the current state of U.S.-North
Korean relations dictates the likelihood that foreign prisoners will be treated in a humane manner
or even be released (Goedde & Wolman 2018, 147). Both scholars provide an in-depth, thorough
review of the existing conditions for conviction, detainment, and treatment, as well as the potential
for legal action. Reviewing international legal standards, as well as North Korean criminal law and
international human rights law regarding the treatment of U.S. detainees, Goedde and Wolman
provide an intensive review of such standards and an extensive look at the case study of Otto
Warmbier. The scholars also note that North Korean detainment of U.S. nationals has not been
unique; historically, authorities have enacted the same measures since 1996, and the nature of
detainees’ crimes, as well as the conditions surrounding their release—most required a visit by a
U.S. envoy, and several received highly publicized attention (2018, 149).
Goedde and Wolman analyzed the case studies of other detainees, including those from
Canada and South Korea, and found that they experienced similar outcomes. Therefore, as stated
by the previous scholars in this literature review, such detainments are almost always politically
motivated. Given the vagueness of the North Korean criminal code, the nation’s secretive nature,
and the inability of international organizations to consider their laws binding—particularly against
a totalitarian, rogue state—North Korea sets severe limitations regarding the ability of other
nations to prosecute its government for its detainment of prisoners (Goedde & Wolman 2018, 147).

Implications of Kim Jong-un’s Power in Foreign Prisoner Treatment
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If Kim Jong-un allows for true diplomacy, he would lose a dictatorship that has offered
him stable and dependable power. Improved treatment of foreign political prisoners, not unlike
Warmbier, would not aid him in his goal of asserting dominance over President Trump’s decisions,
nor would it ensure that he has reliable leverage from which to exploit during times of negotiation.
Gregory thus maintains that North Korea stands to lose if they disrupt their status quo with regards
to foreigners’ treatment. In other words, just as expected by Realism, the North Korean leader
seems to act in narrow self-interest, and disregard international humanitarian norms in a way to
boost his power and control in the country.

Conclusion
It was June 2017, and the United States watched with bated breath as media outlets
broadcasted the return of Otto Warmbier, an American college student detained for 17 months in
North Korean captivity after attempting to steal a propaganda poster. His death prompted stillunanswered questions about human rights conditions in the brutal totalitarian regime and evoked
new theories about how President Trump’s rhetoric has influenced U.S.-North Korean relations.
Warmbier’s detainment offered a startling reminder of the complex relationship between North
Korea and other international powers. What has the Otto Warmbier story revealed about U.S.North Korea relations? Moreover, has the Trump Administration affected Kim Jong-un’s
traditional approach of using such prisoners as political bargaining chips?
Given the current state of foreign affairs, the greater the opportunities for political gain
that are created from Kim Jong-un’s relationship with President Trump, the more likely it is that
foreign political prisoners’ release will continue to be politically-motivated. Historically speaking,
because North Korea releases foreign prisoners following events that provide opportunities for
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political gain, such as U.S. state visits and the promise of decreased economic sanctions, it is
unlikely that Kim Jong-un will deviate from his standard approach to handling the cases of foreign
prisoners.
The case of Otto Warmbier’s detainment posits that U.S.-North Korea relations are
naturally based on rational self-interest, as posited in the Realist school of thought in the
International Relations literature. Warmbier attracted international attention due to his identity as
an American college student, but his capture and subsequent death represent yet another example
of how North Korea uses foreign prisoners as political bargaining chips. Moreover, though
becoming more widely agreed upon in the international community, universal human rights
resolutions will continue to carry little to no significance for the North Korean government given
its desire to maintain the current regime. In authoritarian countries, treatment of political prisoners
is determined not by international agreements or norms, but by the preexisting political conditions
of each nation—and accountability standards for North Korea cannot be created given its
designation as a totalitarian nation. This is yet another illustration of the applicability of the Realist
school of thought’s assumptions to the North Korean case.
The research presented in this paper finds the existing state of affairs prohibits foreign
political prisoners from receiving improved treatment in North Korea; Kim’s release of foreign
prisoners such as Warmbier is merely to maintain appearances in the public eye and manipulate
the Trump Administration. Moreover, as Trump Administration’s approach to North Korea is
marked by unpredictability, such conditions are unlikely to improve given his volatile rhetoric
and capacity to anger Kim Jong-un’s regime.
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